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The commonly made assumption that the distribution of current along a dipole antenna is sinu
soidal is examined critically together with the associated distribution of charge and the electromag
netic fi e ld. Measured distributions of c urrent and charge are compared with those assumed in the 
sinusoidal theory. It is shown that the di stributions of c harge differ so greatly that it must be con
cluded that the electric fi e ld near and along the s urface of the actual antenna is not well approximated 
by the near fi eld obtained with the s inusoidal assumption. 

A ne w approximate solution of the integral e quation for the c urre nt in a center-driven cylindrical 
antenna is obtained in terms of simple trigonometric func tions . It is s hown that this and the associ
ated dis tribution of charge are in much beller agreement with measure me nts than results obtained fro m 
the sinusoidal assumption. Approximate express ions are the n derived for the elec tromagne ti c field 
near the antenna in a form that sati s fies the boundary conditions. 

1. Introduction 

Studies of dipole antennas often postulate the current 

Iz(z) =Im sin ko(h-Izl (1) 

where h is the half length of a perfectly conducting cylinder of radius a. The axis of the antenna 
coincides with the z-axis of the cylindrical coordinates p, e, z ; ko = 27T/"A. = w/c where c = V /-LoEo 
is the velocity of light. The dis tribution (1) has bee n used not only for far-field patterns, but to 
determine the near field and the admittance. Rece ntly this procedure was applied to antennas in 
dissipative materials including magneto-ionic media in which the surface of the antenna may ac
quire a charge [Ament et aI., 1964]. 

It is the purpose of thjs paper to examine the limitations of the sinusoidally distributed curre nt 
and to derive an alternative simple distribution that is a better approximation. 

2. Sinusoidal Distribution and Its Implications 

The current (1) and the associated charge per unit length, 

i dIz(z) _iIm q(z) =---=+- cos ko(h-z), 
w dz c 

z~o (2) 

are rigorous for a coaxial line that supports only the TEM mode and is terminated at z = h in an 
ideal open circuit, Z = 00 (fig. la). An ordinary open end (fig. Ib) is not an ideal open circuit since 
as the end is approached the capacitance per unit length decreases to half the value which obtains 
at distances h - z ~ b - a where b is the inner radius of the outer conductor and a is the radius of 
the inner conductor [King, 1955a]. As a consequence, q(z) increases to double the value given 
by (2) at z = h and the slope of the current curve departs from the sinusoid in (1). This capaci
tive end effect is confined to distances of the order of magnitude of b - a [King, 1955b] . If the 
outer conductor is removed the inner conductor becomes an antenna (fig. lc) and the "end effect" 
extends for at least a quarter wavelength from the end_ 
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FIGURE 1. (a) Coaxial line terminated in ideal Z~ at 
z=h. 

(b) Coaxial line terminated in open end. 
(e) Base-driven monopole over perfectly con

ducting ground screen. 

In a coaxial line in which (1) and (2) are accurate, the electric and magnetic fields are 

l(z) 
B8(p, Z)=-2 -

7TVoP 

where 110 = 1/ p.o. The scalar and vector potentials cp(p, z) and A(p, z) satisfy the relations 

It follows that 

Note that 

With (1) and (2) 

E( )_-acp(p,z). 
p p, z - ap , B ( ) -- aA.(p, z) 

8 p, z - ap . 

lp -q~) p 
cp(p, z)=- Ep(p, z)dp=-2- ln -

a 7TEo a 

Az(p, z) =-1'B8(p, z)dp = -21(z) In f!.. 
a 7To a 

E ( )- -acp(p,z) jwAz(p, z)=-2I [aqa(z) +jw2 liz)] lnf!.· 
z p, z - az 7TEo z c a 

so that Ez=O for all values of p. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The distributions (1) and (2) of current and charge in the coaixalline (fig. la) cannot be correct 
when the shield is removed to leave the base-driven monopole shown in figure Ic since the boundary 
conditions are not the same. For the coaxial line Ez=-V~a(z) at p=a, Ez=O at p=b; for the 
monopole Ez =- V~a(z) at p = a and a radiation condition must be satisfied at infinity. (Note 
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that the Dirac delta-function 8(z) has the properties 8(z)=0, z,e 0; 8(z) = 00, z = 0; 8(z)dz = 1.) Lit 
If a sinusoidal current is postulated for the antenna it must be maintained by a -lJre elaborate 
system of generators than a single delta-function ~~8(z). Actually a continuous distribution of 
sources is required. 

The electromagnetic field maintained by the sinusoidally distributed current (1) is [King, 
1956a] 

~ cos kohe-j/c"ro ) 
ro 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(9c) 

where ro = Y Z2 + p2, rllt = Y(h - z)2 + p2, r21t = Y(h + z)2 + p2 and ~o = 1207r ohms. These formulas 
have been derived from the vector and scalar potentials, 

1 lit e-jkor 
Az(P, z) = A_ Jz(z') --dz', 

"Y/TIlO - It r 

1 lit e - j/c"r 
cp(p, z)= A_ q(z') --dz' 

'¥II Eo - It r 
(10) 

where r=v'(z-z')2+ p2 and where Iz(z) and q(z) are in (1) and (2), by means of the relations 

B ( ) -aAz(p, z) 
o p, z = ap , E ( ) - -acp(p, z) 

p p, z - ap , E ( ) - acp(p, z) . A ( ) 
z p, Z = az }W z p, Z • (11) 

At a small radial distance p given by a:OS; p ~ h, koa:os; kop ~ 1, the approximations r,1t == h - z, 
r21t == h + z, ro == z may be made in the exponents. It follows that 

Bo (p, z) == -21m sin koCh -I z I) =2/z (z) 
7P'OP 7TlloP 

(12) 

Thus, near the, antenna, Bo(P, z) is proportional to the current as in (3) for the coaxial line. 
If short distances near z = 0, ± h are excluded, and the same conditions are imposed on p, 

. _jlm~o q(z) 
Ep(p, z) =+-2- cos ko(h-z) =-2--

7Tp 7TEOP 
(13) 

where the upper sign is for z < 0, the lower for z < 0. It is seen that near the antenna Ep(p, z) 
is proportional to q(z) as in (3) for the coaxial line. 

Since at p = a the surface densities of current and charge are Kz(z) = J,(z)/27Ta and 1)(z) = 
q (z) /27Ta, it follows that at p = a (12) and (13) reduce to the boundary condition for the_ tangential 
and the normal electric fields. 

Although Bo(P, z) and Ep(p, z) are the same near and on the antenna as on the coaxial line when 
the currents in both are sinusoidal, this is not true of Ez(P, z). On the coaxial line E,(a, z)=Vg8(z); 
on the antenna with an assumed sinusoidal current (9c) applies. However. it does not reduce to a 
simple form at p = a. Its magnitude at p= a for antennas with koh =~ and 7T and ~= 7.022xlO-3 

is shown in figures 2a and 2b. Evidently, the distribution of E,(a, z) obtained from (9c) must be 
maintained alon:g the antenna by a distribution of sources. Near the antenna where p < < hand 
kop < < 1, the g~neral relation \l X E =- jwB gives 

8Ez(p, z) 
8z 

8EPiP, z) + jwBo(P, z) =-21 [l8~(Z) +jw I,(Z)] == 0. 
z ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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FIGURE 2, (a) Magnitude of Ez(p, z) at p = a for an an
tenna with koh = 7T/2, 

(b) Magnitude of Ez(p, z) at p = a for an an· 
tenna with koh = 7T. 

This follows when (12) and (13) are substituted for IzCz) and q(z). Near the antenna, where (12) and 
(13) are acceptable approximations, Ez(P, z) is practically independent of p and equal to the value 
at p = a. That is, Ez(P, z) == Ez(a, z). 

A continuous distribution of sources along the antenna and the associated nonvanishing 
Ez(a, z) require an outward radial component of the complex Poynting vector 

(lSa) 

instead of the value 

(lSb) 

which obtains on a perfectly conducting center-driven antenna. Note that with (3) 

JIt 1 
P = Re 27Ta _ I. Sp(a, z)dz = Re '2 VgI;(O) (16a) 

which is the total power supplied to and radiated from the antenna with a delta-function generator 
at its center. The total power radiated from the antenna with an assumed sinusoidally distributed 
current is 

P= Re 21Ta JIi Sp(a, z)dz = - Re 27Ta JIi -21 voEzCa, z)B;(a, z)dz == - Re -21 JIi Ez(a, z)/;(z)dz (16b) 
- It -Ii - It 

where EzCa, z) and B9(a, z) are given by (9c) and (9a). 
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FIGURE 3. Current along a cylindrical half-wave mono
pole (koh = 7T/2; h/A= 1/4) over an image plane; 0=10.12. 

FIGU RE 4. Distributions 0/ charges along a half-wave 
dipole . 

3. Comparison With Experiment 

In fi gure 3 the curre nt along a half-wave monopole is shown whe n 0 = 2 1n 2h = 10.12 or'::. == 78. 
a a 

The correspohding c urves for the cosi nusoidal di s tribution (solid line) are in the form 

l .(z) = cos koZ = cos koZ - jOo 

vg Zo IZol e (17) 

where Zo = 36.56 + j21.25 = 43.3 exp(j30.2°) O. The ge neral agreement be tween the measured 
values and the sinusoidal approximation is fair, with more c urrent near the top of the actual antenna 
than is indicated by the cosine c urve . Also the phase differs somew hat from the constant required 
by the sinusoidal theory. The large difference be tween the sinusoidal approximation and measure
ment in the distribution of charge along a half-wave dipole is s hown in figure 4 where the measured 
amplitude and phase are in broken lines. The equation of continuity, dlz(z)/dz + jwq(z) = 0 , when 
applied to (17) gives 

cq(z) = sin koZ - '(0 +90.) 
vg IZol e 1 0 • (18) 

The solid curves in figure 4 are for Icq(z) /Vg I and (Jq=- «(Jo + 90°) =-120.2°. The agreeme nt be
tween them and the measured amplitude and relative phase angle is quite poor. A large part 
of the charges actually present near the driving-point and the end of the antenna is not included 
in the cosine curve. The fact that the measured phase changes rapidly and greatly at some dis
tance from th~ driving point is ignored by the sinusoidal theory. 

Correspo"nding graphs for driven full-wave antennas are in figures 5 and 6. No te that the 
sinusoidal theory fails completely near the driving point where instead of Iz(O) = 0, I z(O) is actually 
nearly three-quarters of the maximum value. There is also more current in the upper half of the 
antenna than in the s inusoidal di stribution and the phase angle, instead of independent of z changes 
significantly along the entire antenna. The maximum current 1m in figure 5 has been chosen so 
that the total powers radiated by the sinusoidal and the actual curre nts are equal. Specifically, 
P/Vg' = Go = lio/Vo 12RO = 1.023 X 10- 3 mhos is the power per unit voltage squared supplied to the 
actual ante nna. The power radiated by the sinusoidal c urrent is 1;" R~, = 199.1 I ;',. This is equal to 
1.023 X 10- 3 whe n Im=2.26 X 1O - 3Vg. 
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FIGURE 6. Distributions of current and charge along 
center-driven full-wave antenna; koh;.= 7T, 0 = ll.S: 

The di'stribution of charge along the full-wave dipole (fig. 6) varies almost linearly with distance 
so that large concentrations of charge near the driving point and at the ends are not included in a 
cosine curve. The abrupt reversal in phase at z = O.25A, which is predicted by the sinusoidal 
theory, is replaced by a rapid reversal near z == O_3A_ 

In view of the reasonable agreement between the sinusoidal approximation and actual dis
tributions in some respects and the large differences in others, the question arises as to how ac
curately such quantities as the far and near field, the admittance and the radiated power can be 
determined from the sinusoidal assumption. 

In the radiation field (kOT> > 1) the electric and magnetic vectors differ only by a constant co
efficient since E0 =cBq,_ Moreover, both depend directly on the integral 

fh Iz(z')ejl<.z' cos 8 sin 8 dz' 
- h 

(19) 

which is insensitive to the details of the distribution of current and is independent of the charges. 
Hence the far field patterns of the actual currents (figs. 3 and 5) should be in reasonable agreement 

A 
with the patterns of the sinusoidal currents_ (In the case of longer antennas (h > 2) the patterns 

involve minor maxima and minima that depend on rather precise relations between the phases and 
amplitudes of the currents along the antenna, so that greater divergences between the measure
ments and the sinusoidal theory may be anticipated.) 

When the currents are normalized and the antennas and the surrounding medium are lossless, 
the total power radiated is the same for both distributions. The real part of the integral of the 
normal component of S = tVoE X B* over any surface which completely encloses the generator is, 
therefore, also the same for the two distributions. 

Whereas the magnitude of the magnetic field of the sinusoidally distributed cllrrent is a fair 
approximation of the magnetic field of an actual cylindrical antenna at all points (since the sinusoidal 
distribution is a reasonable approximation of the current), this is true of the electric field only in 
the far zone. The electric field near a sinusoidally distributed current differs greatly from that of 
a center-driven cylindrical antenna since Ep near the antenna depends on q(z) and it has been shown 
that the cosinusoidal approximation for q(z) is in poor agreement with the actual distribution. 
Moreover, since a sinusoidally distributed current cannot be generated by a single source alonga 
perfectly conducting cylinder, a continuous distribution of generators is required to maintain an 
impressed tangential electric field along the entire antenna. A resultant nonvanishing tangential 
electric field then obtains and this is not a good approximation of Ez = 0 along a perfectly conducting 
cylinder. 
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It is not actually possible to define a driving-point impedance for an antenna with a sinusoidally 
distributed current since there is no single localized generator. A quantity that is dimensionally 
an impedance may be introduced in terms of the total power defined in (16b) and the current at 
the center of the ante nna. Thus, 

Zo = Iz(O)/;-<O)" 
2P 

(20) 

Since the generator is distributed along the entire antenna (20) is not a driving-point impedance. 
The driving-point impedance of the cylindrical antenna is 

Zo = vg/lz{O). (21) 

It is not surprising that (20) for the sinusoidal theory and (21) for the center-driven cylindrical 
antenna differ greatly except in special cases. Zo in (20) is a function of koh only, whereas in (21) 
Zo depends on both koh and~. When koh =~, (20) gives Zo = 73.1 + j42.5 n or Yo = (10.22 - j5.94) 

X 10-3 mhos, whereas (21) ranges from Zo= 78.5 + j43.6 when ~ - 11,000 to Zo = 108 + j36 when ~ 

-16.5. When koh=7r, (20) gives Zo=oo and Yo=O, (21) gives Zo = 2674- j2630 when ~ -11,000 

and Zo= 264- j436 when ~ - 75. Actually, (20) with a sinusoidal current is a reasonable approxi

mation of (21) for a highly conducting cylinder only when koh is near ~ and ~ ~ 10,000. Since the 

driving-point impedance depends critically on both the electric and the magnetic fields at the sur
face of the antenna and since the sinusoidal theory provides a fair approximation of the magnetic 
field but not of the electric field, general agreement cannot be expected. 

4. Integral Equation and Its Solution 

The measured distribution of current, the impedance, and especially the distribution of charge 
and the near field of a center-driven cylindrical antenna differ significantly from the quantities 
obtained when a sinusoidally distributed current is assumed. More accurate solutions of the in
tegral equation for the current have been derived by iteration [Hallen, 1938; King and Harrison, 
1943; King 1956b], by variational methods [King, 1956b; Storer, 1951; Tai, 1950] and by judicious 
separation and fittiJ!g_LKing,- 1959]. It is the purpose of this study to derive a new solution which 
combines consider-able accuracy with reasonable simplicity for cylindrical antennas with kohs;;57r/4. 

The differential equation for the vector potential Az{z) at p = a on a cylindrical antenna center 
driven by a delta-function generator is [King, 1956b] 

(·~+k2)A ( )--.~ T/e~() az2 0 zZ- lw"ouZ (22) 

where the time dependence IS eiwt . It is assumed that koa <is 1, a <is h. Az(z) = AR(z) + jA/(z) is 
given approximately by 

1 fh Az{z) = -4- Iz{z')K(z, z')dz' 
7rVo -k (23) 

where 

K(z, z')=e-ikoT/r, r= V(z - Z')2 + a 2. (24) 
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The real and imaginary parts of the vector potential are 

AR(z) =~ Jh lz(z') cos kor dz' 
4rrvo - h kor 

(25a) 

A1(z) = -:::0 Jh lz(z') sink kor dz'. 
~vo - h or 

(25b) 

The solution of (22) is readily combined with (24) to obtain the integral equation for the current 
[King, 1956b]: 

L: lz(z')K(z, z')dz' =it [Cl cos koZ+ ~ vg sin kolzl] (26) 

where ~o = vi /-to/Eo = 1/~ == 1207T ohms. 
, Approximate formal solutions of (26) have been described [King, 1956b] and accurate results 

for particular cases can be obtained by numerical methods. In order to derive an analytically 
simple and reasonably accurate solution for lz(z) use may be made of the quite different properties 
of the kernels in (25a, b). In particular, the kernel in (25a) is very large at z'=z where r=a, the 
kernel in (25b) is not. Specifically, at z'=z 

cos kor = cos koa == _1_» 1 
kor koa koa (27a) 

sin kor = sin koa == 1 
kor koa . (27b) 

Graphs of the two kernels in figure 7 show that AR(Z) must vary with z like lz(z). However, since 
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Iz(h} = 0 whereas AR(h} is small but finite, the difference AR(z} - AR(h} should be approximately 
proportional to liz}. That is 

(28) 

where 'l'dR is the approximately constant value of 'I'(z} defined at a suitable reference value of z. 
The graph of (sin kor)/ kor in figure 7 shows that contributions to AI(z} come almost equally from 

elements of current over a large range of Iz'-zl. Hence, an approximation of A/(z} can be obtained 
from 

sin kor 2 sin tkor cos tkor..:.. .! k 
k k - cos 2 or 
or or (29) 

over the range kor~7T as shown in figure 7. With (29), (25b) may be expressed as follows: 

AI(z} == ;:0 Lh l,(z'} [cos ~ korl + cos ~ kor2] dz' (30) 

where rl=V(z-z'}~a2==Iz-z'l, r2=V(z+z'}~a2==Iz+z'l. The trigonometric functions can be com
bined to give 

- 2ko 1 (It 1 
A/(z) == 47TVo cos "2 ko:z Jo lz(z'} cos "2 ko:z' dz'. (31a) 

It follows that since 

where A/(O} is a constant, A/(z} is independent of the distribution of current. Also 

where 

(32b) 

An integral equation that involves the vector potential difference [King, 1959] is obtained from 
a rearrangement of (26). It is 

(33) 

where 

Moz = sin koCh -Izl} (34) 

F oz = cos ko:z - cos koh (35) 

Kd(z, z'} = K(z, z'} - K(h, z'} (36) 

and 

- jw _ - j~o fit, " 
Uk=-k A,(h}--4- l z(z }K(h, z }dz . 

o 7T - It (37) 
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The properties, (28) and (32), of the integral on the left in (33) suggest the distribution of 
current 

Iz(z) = Iv(z) + Iu(z) + In(z) 

where 

Iv(z) == IvMoz, Iu(z) == IuFoz, In(z) == InF~z 

and Iv, Iu, and In are undetermined constant coefficients. 

(38) 

(39) 

If (38) is substituted in the integral in (33) and use is made of (28) and (32) the following relations 
are obtained: 

L: Iv(z')KdR(z, z')dz' == Iv(z)'I'dR 

f· h Iu(z')KdR(z, z')dz' == Iu(z)'I'duR 
- h 

L: In(z')Kd(z, z')dz' == In(z)['I'dnR + j'l'dI)I] = In(z)'I'dn 

L: Iv(z')KdI(Z, z')dz' == (Iv/In)/n(z)'I'dI 

L: Iu(z')Kdl(z, z')dz' == (I u/In)/n(Z)'I' dUI. 

Similarly, if (38) is substituted in (37) 

L: Iz(z')K(h, z')dz' = Iv'l'v(h) + Iu'l'u(h) + In 'I' n(h). 

Explicit formulas for the several 'I' functions are in appendix A. 

(40a) 

(40b) 

(4Qc) 

(40d) 

(40e) 

(41) 

With (38)-(41) equation (33) is reduced to an algebraic equation in Moz , Foz and F~z. However, 
since approximations have been made, it is preferable to make the substitution in the differential 
equation (19) in the following equivalent form: 

(42) 

With (24a, b) and (38)-(40e) it follows that: 

Differentiation and formation of the left side in (42) results in 

[Left side of (42)] =- 2Iv'l'dRko cos koh8(z) - Iu'l' dURk~ cos koh 

With (41), 

[Right side of (42)] = -j~ko vga(z)-k~[Iv'l'v(h)+Iu'l'u(h)+In'l'n(h)]. (44b) 
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When (44a) and (44b) are equated, the coefficients of S(z) must be equal. The resulting equation 
defines Iv as follows: 

I - j27TV~ 
v- ~o'l'dR cos koh· (45) 

The remaining equation reveals the approximate nature of the solution since the left side is a 
function of z, the right side a constant. However, within the restriction koh :O;; 57Tj4, the slowly 
varying function cos tkoZ can contribute only a small error in the distribution of current if the 
equation is satisfied at z = ± hand z = O. In this way two equations are obtained that determine 
Iu and ID: 

where 

IuCu+ IDCD=IvCv 

IuEu+IDED=IvEv 

CU=-'I'dUR cos koh+ j'l'dUI (~- cos ~ koh) + 'I'u(h) 

CD = 'I'dD (~- cos ~ koh) + 'I'D(h) 

Cv=~ [j'l'dl (~-cos ~ koh) +'I'v(h)] 

EU= ~'I'dUR cos koh- ji'l'dul cos ~ koh + 'I'u(h) 

1 1 
ED=-4'1'dD cos Zkoh+'I'D(h) 

Ev=ji'l'dl cos ~koh-'I'v(h). 

The equations (46a, b) are readily solved in the form Iu= Tul v, ID= TDlv, where 

with 

Tu= G,yED- CDEv Q- l ['I'dD'I'v(h) - 1'1' dl'l' D(h)] 
CUED-CDEu 

TD=~uEv-CvEu -jQ- l{'I'd'l'duR cos koh-'I'u(h)] +'I'dUI'I'V(h)} 
CUED-CDEu 

5. Distribution of Current and Admittance 

(46a) 

(46b) 

(47a) 

(47b) 

(47c) 

(47d) 

(47e) 

(47f) 

(48a) 

(48b) 

(48c) 

With the amplitllde coefficients Iv, I u, and I D determined the approximate distribution of 
current is 

Iz(z) = So'l'~~:r: koh {sin ko(h - z) + Tu(cos koZ- cos koh) + TD(cos ~ koZ - cos ~ koh)} (49) 
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for z :;.?: O. Note that lz(- z) = lz(z). This formula differs by the term in T D from an earlier approxi
mation [King, 1959]. It more accurately represents the distribution of current especially at some 
distance from the driving point. (Note, however, that the added term is strictly a self-term that 
in no way alters the contributions to the shifted cosine term by coupled antennas in arrays.) The 
admittance of the antenna is 

j27T { . 1 } YO=OO\lfdR cos koh sm koh+Tu(l-cos koh)+TD(l-COS 2koh) . (50) 

The distribution of charge is 

q(z) = .pdR2::~loh {cos ko(h - z) + T u sin koz + ~ TD sin ~ koZ} z :;.?: O. (51) 

Note that q(-z)=-q(z). 
When koh is near i, (49) and (50) become indeterminate and alternativ,e forms are more con-

venient. By a simple rearrangement (49) becomes 

where 

T' = _ T u + sin koh 
u cos koh 

T'- TD 
D- cos koh (52b) 

Explicit formulas are in appendix B. These show that T~ and T~ are finit~ when koh = ¥. The 

admittance corresponding to (52a) is 

(53) 

The charge distribution is 

( )_27TEoVg{ k -T' . k +!.T' . !.k} ~O q z - \If dR cos oZ u sm oZ 2 D sm 2 oZ ,z ~ . (54) 

When the antenna is electrically short so that koh < 1, 

I(z)=~ koh 1-- +-k2h2T 1-- 'z~O j27Tve [ ( z) 1 (Z2)] 
Z OO\lfdR h 2 0 h2' ~ (55) 

27TEove [ ] q(z)=~ l+TkoZ ;z:;.?:O (56) 

where T= Tu+ TD/4. 

Numerical computations have been made for an antenna with ~ = 7.022 X 10-3 for which 

extensive measurements are available [Mack, 1964]. When koh=7T/2 with !l=8.58 and koh=7T 
with !l = 9.92 the following quantities apply: 

.pdR=6.218, T~= 3.085+j3.581, r~ = 1.061 + jO.025 (57a) 

koh =7T, .pdR=5.737, Tu=-0.1l7+ jO.1l4, TD=-0.106+ jO.l08 (58a) 
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The corresponding currents, admittances, and charges per unit length are, for koh =%, 

Iz~;) = {9.597 cos koZ - 0.067 cos ~ koZ+ 0.047 - j[ 2.680 (sin koZ -1) + 8.269 cos koz 

- 2.843 cos ~koZ+ 2.01O]} X 10-3 (58a) 

Yo= (9.577-j4.756) X 10-3 , Zo =83.76 + j41.60 (58b) 

Cq~;) = {2;680 cos koZ-8.269 sin koZ+ 1.422 sin ~koZ- j[9.597 sin koZ 

-0.033 sin ~koZ]} X 10- 3 • (58c) 

For koh = 7T they are 

Iz~;) = {0.;331 (cos koZ+ 1) + 0.314 cos ~ koZ - j[ 2.905 sin koZ - 0.340 (cos koZ+ 1) 

-0.308 cos ~koZ]} X 10- 3 (59a) 

Yo= (0 .976+jO.988) X 10- 3, Zo = 506.0 - j512.2 (59b) 

Cq~;) =_ {[ 0.331 sin koZ + 0.157 sin ~ koZ] +j[ 2.905 cos koZ + 0.340 sin koZ 

+ 0.154 sin ~ koZ ]} X 10- 3 • (59c) 

Graphs of Iz(z)/Vg= [I;(z) +jI~(z)]/Vg are in figures 8 and 10 together with the measured results 
of Mack [1959]. Corresponding curves of cq(z)/Vg = (jc/Vg) [q"(z) +jq'(z)] are in figures 9 and 
11. These were obtained from the slopes of the measured curves of the currents. The agreement 
between the approximate theory and experiment both for currents and charges indicates significant 
improvement over the sinusoidal theory. 
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FIGURE 8. IAz)/V~for an antenna with koh = 7r/2, .11=8.54. 
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6. Electromagnetic Field 

If the three-term approximations of the currents and charges are substituted in (lOa, b) and 
these are then used in (11) expressions are obtained for the electromagnetic field that are better 
approximations than (9a-c). Unfortunately they cannot be expressed in as simple a form. How
ever, an approximate expression· for Ez near the antenna may be obtained from 

B ( ). I z(z) 
liP, z =-2--' 

1TVoP 

which are valid for all distributions of current and charge. It follows from (l4a) thl\t 

With (49) and (51) and for z ~ 0, this leads to 

Similarly, when koh is near 1T/2, 

Ez(p, z)= -;~g [sin koh+T~ cos koh+Td(£Cos~koZ-cos~koh)]ln~. 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

Note that these expressions satisfy the boundary condition Ez = O~ = a. They are useful_where 
the approximations, r, = Y(h - Z)2 + p2 == Ih - zl, r2 = Y(h + Z)2 + p2 == h + z, ro = YZ2 + p2 == Izl 
are acceptable. 
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For the two antennas to which (57a, b) apply 

koh= ~, AEz~, z) - [0.253-jO.018+(0.809+ jO.019) cos ~ koZ Jzn ~ (64a) 

k h - AEz(p,z) 
o -7T, Ve 

o 
[ 0.145 - jO.138 + (0.102 - jO.095) cos ~ koZ] in ~. (64b) 

For comparison with the sinusoidal theory it i7A ~onvenient to use the quantity IAEz(p, O)nJml. 
With koh =~, 1m == I 1z(0) I ; with koh = 7T, 1m == I/z\4"l The relevant quantities are 

k h - 7T AEz(p, 0) 
o -2' 'JZ(O) 

AEz(p, ~) 
koh=7T, 'JAA/4) 

(65) 

(66) 

These formulas are useful when (P/h)2 « 1 or (P/A)2 « 0.25, which is precisely the region where 
Ez as evaluated from the sinusoidal theory is incorrect. 

A graphical comparison of IAEz(p, O)nolAO)I for the sinusoidal theory as determined from (9c) 
with the three·term formula (65) is shown in figure 12. The broken line, representing (65), is a fair 
approximation when ~ is in the range from 1 to about 10 (which corresponds to ~ in the range from 

0.007 to 0.07 to satisfy the condition p2/A2 = 0.005 ~ 0.25). On the other hand, at larger distances 

(p -~) the fields given by the three· term theory and the sinusoidal theory should be quite compa· 

rable if Iz(O) =Im is the same. Hence, the solid·line curve in figure 12 should be a good approxi· 
mation when ~;;,: 50 (corresponding to ~;;,: 0.35). Between these ranges neither formula is cor· 

rect, but it may be assumed that they join continuously and smoothly as suggested by the dotted 
curve. 

D ntil an accurate evaluation of the near field of a center·driven antenna is available, a reason· 

able approximation of Ez(p, z) is given by (62) or (63) when ~ is small and by (9c) when ~ is large. 

In an intermediate range an estimated smooth connection between the two theories may be made in 
the manner suggested in figure 12. 

FIGURE 12. Ez(P, 0) near a halfwave dipole. 
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7. Conclusion 

The assumption that the distribution of current along a center-driven highly conducting 
antenna is sinusoidal is inadequate to determine the distribution of charge on and the electric 
field near the antenna. A new relatively simple representation of the current and associated 
charge has been determined which is a much better approximation and which provides a means 
for determining the approximate near field. The' results suggest that approximate solutions of 
dipole antenna problems that depend on an assumed sinusoidal distribution of current and involve 
the environment near and on the surface of a highly conducting antenna may be of questionable 
validity. 

Note that (62) and (63) do not take into account of contributions to Ez(P, z) by Coulomb-type fields 
near the generator at z = 0 and near the ends at z =± h. These latter are responsible for the large 
peaks in figures 2a and 2b. 

8. Appendix A 

The several 'I' functions introduced in (40a-e) are defined as follows: 

koh :;;:; 7T/2 
(A-l a) 

where 

'l'dR(Z)=CSC ko(h-lzl) fit sin ko(h-lz'l) [cos kOT _ cos kOTIt] dz' 
- It T T" 

(A-lb) 

'l'dUR = 'l'dUR(O) (A-2a) 

where 

f it, [cos koT cos kOTIt] , 'l'dUR(Z) = [cos koZ-cos koh]- I [cos koZ -cos kohl ---- dz 
- It T Tit 

(A-2b) 

'l'dD = 'l'dD(O) (A-3a) 

where 

'l'dl = 'l'dl(O) (A-4a) 

where 

[ 1 1] - I fit . , [sin kOT sin kOT"] , 
'l'dl(Z) = - cos "2 koZ - cos "2 koh - It sm ko(h - Iz I) -T- - Tit dz (A-4b) 

'l'dU/ = 'I' du/( 0) (A-Sa) 

where 

[ 1 1] - I f II , [sin kOT sin kOTIt] , 
'l'dUI(Z)=- cos '2 koZ-cos '2 koh - It [cos koZ -cos kohl -T-- Tit dz. (A-Sb) 
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A graphical representation of the several functions 'I'(z) for koh = I' 3;, and 1T indicates that these 

functions are in fact reasonably constant at the indicated values z. 
The functions 'I'(h) introduced in (41) are defined as follow s: 

'l' v(h) = sin ko(h-Iz'l) -- dz ' fit e-jkQr" 

- It rlt 
(A-6) 

fit e-jkQrh 
'I' u(h) = (cos koZ' - cos koh) -- dz' 

- It ~ 
(A-7) 

fit (1 1) e-jkQrh 
'l'D(h) = _ It cos "2 koZ' - cos "2 koh ----;;:- dz ' . (A-8) 

In the above formulas, 

r= Y(z- zl)2 + a2 , (A-9) 

All of the above integrals can be expressed in terms of the tabulated ge neralized sine and cosine 
integrals [Staff of Computation Laboratory, 1949] without difficulty except the following one which 
involves some manipulation: 

cos - koZ -- dz = smh - I --+ smh - I -- cos - koZ fit 1 I e - jkor I [. h + z . h - z] 1 
- It 2 r a a 2 

-~ eikoz /2 [C (AI, ~ ko(h-z»)+C (AI, ~ ko(h+z»)+ is (AI, ~ ko(h-z») +is (AI, ~ ko(h+z») ] 

- ~ e- jkoZ/2 [C (AI, ~ ko(h+z») +C (AI, ~ ko(h-z») + is (AI, ~ ko(h + z») + is (AI, ~ ko(h-z») ] 

where A ,= (koav3)/2, C and S are tabulated generalized cosine and sine integral fun ctions. 
are de fined as follows: 

j x sin W 
S(a, x)= 0 -w du 

C(a, x)= LX 1-~S W du 

where W= Yu2 +a2• 

9. Appendix B 

The coefficient T~ is defined in (S2b) with (48a). It may be expressed as follows: 

where 

T~ = 'I' dD'I' v(h) - i'l' dI'I' D(h) + Q sin koh 
Q cos koh 

(A-lO) 

They 

(A-ll) 

(A-12) 

(B-1) 

(B-2) 

It is readily seen from (A-I), (A-2), (A-4), (A-S), (A-6), and (A-7) that when koh=~,"I'dUR='I'dR' 
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'l'dUl='I'dI, 'l'u(h) = 'l'v(h). It follows that 

T' - 'l'dD'I'dR u- , 
'I' dD'I' v(h) - j'l' d/'l' D(h) 

Similarly, T~ as defined in (63) with (47b) is given by 

A 
h=-' 

4 

T' = -j{'I'dI['I'duR cos koh - 'l'u(h)] + 'l'dUl'l'v(h)}. 
D Q cos koh 

When koh=~, this reduces to 
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